[Expressions of pgaABC gene clusters and changes in biofilm phenotype of Acinetobacter baumannii in burn patients].
To observe expressions of pgaABC gene clusters and changes in biofilm (BF) phenotype in Acinetobacter baumannii (AB) isolated from burn patients. From January 2009 to October 2010, 24 strains of AB isolated from burn patients hospitalized in our burn wards were collected for the study, while the standard strain ATCC 19606 was used as control. Expressions of pgaABC gene clusters were detected by real time fluorescence quantitative RT-PCR. All strains were cultured for 16 hours in vitro, BF with semi-quantitative detection was respectively evaluated by modified microtiter-plate test under stable condition and tube test under shaking condition for expression of absorbance value. All strains were cultured for 48 hours in vitro, then stained with fluorescent agent and collected for measurement of BF thickness with confocal laser scanning microscopy (CLSM). Data were processed with t test. (1) The expression of pgaB gene (27.91 ± 7.93) in clinical AB strains was much higher than that of standard strain ATCC 19606 (1.00, t = 5.77, P < 0.05). There was no statistical difference in expression of pgaA and pagC genes between standard strain ATCC 19606 (1.00) and clinical AB strains (1.01 ± 0.28, 1.15 ± 0.38, with t value respectively 0.04, 0.64, P values all above 0.05). (2) After being cultured for 16 hours, BF of clinical AB strains cultured under shaking condition formed distinct "purple circle", and its absorbance value (1.25 ± 0.31) was higher than that in standard strain ATCC 19606 (0.76 ± 0.03, t = 2.67, P < 0.05). There was no obvious difference in absorbance value between clinical AB strains and standard strain ATCC19606 cultured under stable condition. (3) After being culture for 48 hours, green fluorescence intensity and distribution in extracellular matrix of clinical AB strains were stronger as compared with those of standard strain ATCC 19606, and BF thickness in clinical AB strains [(27.3 ± 9.4)µm] was thicker than that in standard strain ATCC 19606 [(15.6 ± 1.7) µm, t = 2.09, P < 0.05]. The high expression of pgaB gene in AB strains isolated from burn patients can induce production of extracellular matrix, which may be related to increase in the ability and thickness of BF formation.